Since 2002, Strategic Operations, Inc. (STOPS) has provided Hyper-Realistic® tactical training services and products to the military, law enforcement, first responders, medical providers, and other organizations responsible for Homeland Security. STOPS is committed to excellence through state-of-the-art live action training support – employing "Hollywood" style special effects, medical simulations systems, role players, immersive training environments, targets, re-locatable habitat units, and props of all kinds to create training environments that are the most unique in the industry.

STOPS continues to introduce innovative solutions to overcome the challenges of limited training budgets. We bring unprecedented realism to any type of training scenario, making the first or next real-life situation no worse than the last training simulation.

WHAT WE OFFER

- Re-Locatable Habitat Unit (RHU)
- MOUT Village & ISO Shipping Container enhancements
- Atmospherics / Props
- Faux Weapons and Sensitive Site Exploitation Materials
- 3D Targets
- Human Worn Simulators - Cut Suits (Surgical and TCCC)
- Hyper-Realistic® Moulage Kit (HRMK)
- TCCC Advanced Moulage Kit (TAMK)
- Blood Pumping System (BPS)
- Muti-Junctional Bleed Trainer (MJBT)
- 6 in 1 Trainer
- Open Surgical Simulation System (OS3)
- Tactical Training Lab - on-site training areas
TACTICAL TRAINING

The STOPS training facility, also known as the Tactical Training Lab (TTL), is a training/simulation area unlike any other. Managed and operated by highly trained tactical operators, STOPS knows and understands the needs of both military and public safety professionals. Utilizing a support staff trained to re-create any tactical scenario in the greatest of detail; the physical and sensory environment is both controlled, manipulated, and influenced - creating a Hyper-Realistic® training experience. STOPS defines Hyper-Realistic® as such a high degree of fidelity in the replication of conditions in a training environment that participants so willingly suspend disbelief that they become totally immersed and eventually stress inoculated. All their senses tell them, emotionally and intellectually, that the scenarios are real. It is the ultimate in Theater Immersion Training - from point of injury to emergency room surgical simulation.

MEDICAL PRODUCTION

STOPS is dedicated and focused on maximizing training value by outfitting medical providers with the production of essential training devices to accomplish lifesaving goals. We combine multiple partial task training objectives into one device, eliminating the need for multiple trainers thereby reducing total lifecycle costs. By designing medical simulation and training devices that are user-repairable: usage and cost effectiveness are maximized while minimizing out of service time for proprietary manufacturer repairs and costly expendable replacement supplies.

RHU / MOUT / ATMOSPHERICS

STOPS focuses on designing, fabricating, and creating environments and training aids that are Hyper-Realistic® and tactically challenging, by combining years of tactical training support experience with "Hollywood" set design. The goal of STOPS is to increase survivability and mission success by enhancing decision making learning objectives in Hyper-Realistic® settings - replicating the operating environment. We tailor atmospheric enhancements to the end user's area of responsibility and training objectives and goals. Scalable and portable RHUs, walls, barricades and a myriad of layered textures and props create Hyper-Realistic® immersive environments. Our exterior and interior enhancements of ISO shipping containers create world-class MOUT training venues.
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